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tendency to project into things the difficulties of our under-
standing and to call them complicated, while in reality they
are very simple and do not partake of our intellectual
difficulties. Intellect is not always an apt instrument;
it is only one of several faculties of the human mind,
A discussion of the problem of instinct without con-
sidering the concept of the unconscious would be incomplete,
because instinctive reaction cannot be conceived unless it is
understood as a psychic but unconscious process. Thus the
"concept of the unconscious becomes an integral part of the
instinct-problem.
I define the unconscious as the totality of all psychic
phenomena that lack the quality of consciousness. Instead
of being called "unconscious those phenomena might equally
well be called ' subliminal'. The term ' subliminal' pre-
supposes the hypothesis that each psychic content must
possess a certain energic value in order that it may become
conscious. In proportion as the energic value of a conscious
content decreases, the more easily the content disappears
below the threshold of consciousness. From this it follows
that the unconscious is the receptacle of all lost memories,
and of all contents that are as yet too feeble to become
conscious. New products originate from the association
and combination of'unconscious contents; dreams are the
commonest instances of such products. In addition to the
lost memories,- and the combinations not yet conscious,
intentional repressions of painful and incompatible thoughts
and feelings form an important part of the unconscious. I
designate the totality of the contents just mentioned as the
f personal unconscious'. It contains the acquisitions of the
individual life, in contradistinction to another stratum or
form of the unconscious, containing the ' supra-individual'
qualities which were not acquired but inherited, as for
instance instincts, i.e. impulses to actions without conscious
motivation. Moreover, in this stratum we discover the
pre-existent forms of apprehension, or the congenital

